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Doughnuts 

Intro:  Raise your hand if you like doughnuts.  Why?  What is it about 

them that you like?  Which flavor is your favorite? (Create a list on 

the board and have students rank their favorites—tally them 

individually.) Did you know that the most popular doughnut flavor in 

America is the Glazed doughnut? How does that compare to our class 

list of most favorites? What is your favorite way to eat them?  What 

do you like to drink while eating a doughnut?  Where is your favorite 

place to buy them?  Where did they come from?  Who invented them? 

Today….is your lucky day as we are going to find out more about the 

history of doughnuts! 

Activity:  Go to the website http://toriavey.com/history-

kitchen/2011/06/the-history-of-doughnuts/ and read through the 

information about the history of doughnuts and use it to complete your 

questions. 

Discuss:  Does anyone know how commercial doughnuts are made?  Let’s 

find out by viewing the how it’s made clip from 

http://www.sciencechannel.com/tv-shows/how-its-made/videos/how-

its-made-mini-episodes-donuts/ 

As you can see there are different types of doughnuts; yeast and cake.  

The video shows them frying the doughnuts, which is not so healthy 

considering all of the fat.  So is there a quicker, healthier way to make 

doughnuts?  Sure…we can bake them in the oven and prepare them with 

chemical leavening agents instead of yeast.  We can use one of two 

methods to bake them.  One is the mini doughnut pan and the other the 

mini doughnut maker which look like this (show actual ones if you can): 
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Discuss:  The pros and cons of each.  For example, storage, cost, time, 

ease of use, energy efficiency, amount each can make per single use, 

etc. 

Lab:  Prepare and serve mini baked doughnuts to taste test.  Each 

kitchen makes the basic Vanilla with a different healthy topping via 

Parade Magazine recipe insert page 10.  

http://media.timesfreepress.com/parade/150208/150208Parade.swf 

Extension Activity: 

Did You Know Donut Trivia Facts Bulletin Board:   

Give each student a donut template (enlarge to desired size) in a fun 

color and ask them to locate trivia facts about donuts.  They are to 

write the fact on the donut and then staple it to bulletin board when 

finished and voila….instant display that will surely attract viewers! 
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